Christa Bancroft: Making Student Presentations Work

My approach to student presentations clearly outlines the steps involved in working with a partner, choosing a topic, where to find appropriate materials, the timeline for work due, and how to create a professional presentation. Additionally, a provided rubric outlines exactly what is expected in each section and how they will be assessed on their preparation and final project.

Read more on how Christa Bancroft crafts successful student presentation experiences.

Resources
Group Presentation Guidelines
Pacer Presentation Rubric

Questions That Make a Difference

Strategic questioning is the skill of asking the questions that will make a difference. It can be used to help facilitate classroom discussions, particularly challenging discussions. Answers to strategic questions present different views and invite others to consider new perspectives and possibilities. Effective strategic questioning requires preparation, open-ended questions, and alignment with your course objectives.

Need ideas of strategic questions for your online or on-ground course? CET's Strategic Question Techniques resource can help.

Library Resources to Include in Your Course

The USC Libraries provide short video tutorials on a wide range of topics including Customizing Google Scholar, Avoiding Plagiarism, Crafting a Good Research Question, Finding Articles, and more. Check them out or ask your subject specialist librarian for more information.

Enhancing Teaching Excellence

CET Instructional Designers offer complimentary, private consultations, and formative teaching observations for all on-ground and online USC faculty, departments, and schools for best practices in course design and teaching. Consultations can be arranged in-person or virtually.

Stay Informed and Effective

Register to spark your teaching effectiveness with text messages from CET!
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